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(Ashland, OR—May 15, 2014) — Ashland Creek Press is pleased to announce the forthcoming release of Gwyn
Hyman Rubio’s highly anticipated new novel, LOVE AND ORDINARY CREATURES.
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LOVE AND ORDINARY CREATURES is told through the eyes of a cockatoo in love
with his very human caretaker. Snatched in a net from his Australian homeland as a
young parrot, Caruso has adapted to captivity and has learned all he knows of love
from his previous owner, who was obsessively fixated on his childhood sweetheart.
Now in his new home with the beautiful Clarissa, Caruso has found both love and
happiness—until a handsome stranger arrives in town and sets his sights on Clarissa.
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Smart, passionate, and wildly inventive, Caruso strives to put his human rival in his
place before he loses Clarissa for good. And when a hurricane descends upon the coast,
Caruso’s love for Clarissa and his memories of freedom are tested as the storm
threatens all that he holds dear.
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Set in the early 1990s in a quaint North Carolina seashore town, LOVE AND ORDINARY CREATURES is an
exquisite tale of the ways in which love and hope transcend species.
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“Rubio is a writer of uncommonly warm and tender vision, often comic, brimming with

love and hope … ” — New York Times Book Review
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“Rubio … is not only a gifted storyteller; her use of the language is invariably just right."
— BookPage
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About the author: Gwyn Hyman Rubio is the bestselling author of Icy Sparks, a Barnes & Noble Discover
Great New Writers selection and a 1998 New York Times Notable Book. Her second novel, The Woodsman’s
Daughter, was published in 2005 and was a Book Sense Pick and was nominated for the PEN/Faulkner Award.

!Ashland Creek Press is a boutique publisher of books with a world view. For more information about Ashland
Creek Press, visit www.AshlandCreekPress.com.
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